
INTRODUCTION 
PART TWO 
The part one of this course has shown like identifying the geometric structures in the financial markets. 
Also it was shown that with the geometric application of the PTV, relationships, and the acquaintance of 
the cubical structure, the borders of the square can be determine to you in advance payment of years. 
It is WITHIN the BORDERS Of the SQUARE THAT the CYCLES ARE REPEATED WITH 
EXPECTABLE PERIODICITA'. 
When it begins a new square, the cycles within that square are repeated with a regularity that of usual 
differs from those in the previous one squared. Therefore, the acquaintance of the Part of this course is 
critical if she is from being completed an taken care of analysis of the cycle over every extended period 
of time.  
The traditional analysts of the cycle mistake in their approach trying to project the cycles beyond the 
limits of the square in which they are defined. Like demonstrated in Part I, when a square ends wheel 
outside from the vision.  
Part II will show as the scientific phenomenon of the "simpatetica resonance" sincronizza the cycles 
finds in the securities market with the expectable periods of planets and their harmonicas to you.  
The tables will be used wide in Part II, like it were in Part I, in order to supply the data of support to all 
postulate to you introduce to you. These data supply the unquestionable test of the correlation between 
the planetary cycles of the securities market and cycles. The numbers not mentono. 
Not to be intimidated from the full tables of numbers. Simply moments in the history record the 
positions of planets to the different. It is important that the reader takes the time for ripassare these data, 
since is here and in the diagrams that the last test resides.  
This course makes no affirmation that cause relation exists one - effect between the planetary movement 
and the cycles of the securities market. The data simply are collected and exposed, showing the 
correlation.  
The details of these cycles can be written material volumes describing, especially in the areas where 
they succeed doubles quantity or triple maximums or minimums. These types of formations happen not 
exactly when different cycles close catch up their maximums or minimums to every other, but at the 
same moment. When it is employed more time having studied these multiple maximums and minimums, 
a greater knowledge of the truth of the theories introduced in this course will be conquered.  
If the reader has difficulty with the concept that connects the cycles of the securities market with the 
planetary cycles, the same ones turn out to you can be caught up watching to the aces of fifteen degrees 
of the elliptic cycles, that they have the same regularity of planets. It is simply easier to use planets 
because of the availability of data.    
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